
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: November 22nd: 1 Corinthians 12:31B & 13: Some 

Notes 

This is a bit like hearing Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony and then someone saying “Would you 

like to discuss it?”  No, I just want to reflect on it!   Some think Paul must have worked this 

bit out in advance – no way could you get that effectively lyrical on the spur of the moment.  

However, the rules of rhetoric encouraged this sort of deep reflection in the middle of more 

mundane matter.  And it fits in very much with what goes before and comes after.   Paul 

uses a not much used Greek word for Love: Agape.  That enabled him to escape from the 

normal love words – dealing with erotic love and friendship love and like it love.  

Fortunately, what Paul says about Love lifts it high above the mushiness etc that dogs the 

multi meanings of the one English word, even before you open a Greek dictionary.   

If you can, please read both the Message Version and the AV/NKJ/NRSV.   Both sing in their 

own way, and each informs the other.   

This is Jesus type love; and the fact that we are, however imperfectly, capable of it speaks 

for the reality of immortality.  Though when Paul talks about love being perfected, he may 

well be talking about Kingdom activity in this life; and not just about the world beyond the 

grave.   One or two sort of technical glosses.  1) Angelic ecstasy is probably the speaking in 

tongues that Pau has had cause to mention a number of times.   2) Brass and cymbals could 

be the noisy worship of some of the pagan deities,   3) Patience in Love is primarily patience 

with people rather than patience with events – e.g. Paul with the Corinthians!  4) Paul 

recalls his own infancy with reflection back to what he has already said about some of the 

Corinthians needing to grow up a bit.   5) Mirrors and windows: Mirrors were made in 

Corinth – good but not as good as the ones we know.  Windows were often made of horn, 

and through horn windows you really couldn’t see things very clearly. 

Extravagant Love might make you think about the young lady whose fellow brought her 

more extravagantly useless presents on each day of Christmas.   It is more the sort of love 

that has put granny to bed eventually at 2 a.m. and can smile not scream when at 4 a.m. 

granny demands breakfast. 


